DETAIL 2 - TERRACE OF FIRST FLOOR OVER UNDEGROUND LEVEL
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CONCRETE TILES 400 x 400 x 60
- HIGHT ADJUSTED STANDS - Var.
- WATERPROOFING - 2 MODIFIED ASPHALT SHEETS - 150 mm
- THERMAL INSULATION IN SLOPE 3% - 100 mm
- VAPOUR BARRIER - 2 mm
- PENETRATION - 2 mm
- REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB - 230 mm

APARTMENT HEATED AREA

THERMAL INSULATION EPS 120 mm
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±0,000 = +262,450 BpV
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BUILDING STRUCTURE

DETAIL 2

1. UNDEGROUND LEVEL

UNHEATED AREA

INNER PLASTER - DOUBLE LAYER LIMECEMENT PLASTER - 5 mm
- REINFORCED CONCRETE ATC - 160 mm
- THERMAL INSULATION SYSTEM - ETICS - EPS70F - 60 mm
- OUTER PLASTER - SYLICON - 10 mm

INNER PLASTER - DOUBLE LAYER LIMECEMENT PLASTER - 10 mm
- REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL - XYPEX - 240 mm
- THERMAL INSULATION SYSTEM - ETICS - EPS70F - 60 mm
- OUTER PLASTER - SYLICON - 5 mm

ETICS SUPPORT

PERIPER EDGE EVENT

PARKING AREA